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I am honored to have this opportunity to address the annual meeting of

Greater Cleveland Growth Association. In the few short months that I have

been in Cleveìand, the one thing that has impressed me most is the enthusiasm

the business community has for this city and the commìtment you have to its
conti nued development.

My message today wiìl focus on the uncertainty that economic pc:icies

around the world are creating in financial markets. I will discuss the role

of markets in shaping economic poìicies, the ìarge increase in uncertainty

evident in financial markets in recent months, and holv, in my vie!,/,

pol i cymakers can al I ev i ate some of that uncertai nty. Al though these are

nationai and international economic issues, they are extremeìy important to

Cìeveland's future.

Ïhe Reemerqence of a Competitive Manufacturino Sector

The 1980s have been especialìy difficult years for Cleveland and other

i ndustri al areas of the country. l,le have experi enced an enormous

transformation in our economies. 0nce-prominent industries have decl ined in

absoìute and relative importance. Under the pressures of competition, firms

have been forced to alter operations and restructure facilìtìes. Change of

this sort is usuaìly painfuì for the peopìe and the communities involved, but

if change is inevitable and leads to a better world, then much has been

accompl i shed.
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Here in Northeast Ohio, the resuìts of change are emerging, and two

observations can be made concerning the future of our economy. First, the

manufacturing sector will continue to be important, but will employ a smalìer

proportìon of the labor force. Second, the service sector wììl continue to

groh,, as measured both by employment and output.

The service sector's dramatic ri se has not meant the deindustriaì ization

of our region or the country, any more than the massive shift of employment

from agriculture to industry at the turn of the century led to a loss of

output in agricuìture. Manufacturing will continue to be a basic component of

our economy and the nation's economy. In fact, it still claims roughìy the

same percentage of GNP that it did after hlorld Nar II--a share which may weìl

rise somewhat in the next several years as we close the trade deficit--even

though i ts employment share has decl i ned sharpìy.

The year 1987 has been heralded as the "Year of Manufacturìn9."

Nationally, manufacturing output in .l987 rose by 5.7 percent over 1986, and

manufacturing employment aìso rebounded. Last year, over 300,000 factory jobs

were added, an increase of 1.6 percent. Aìthough the increase last year was

the largest since the ear'ly part of this expansìon, it comprises only I I

percent of the 2.8 miìlion jobs created between 0ctober ì986 and October

1987. Ihe service sector, which claims 24 percent of the economy's jobs,

generated 1,045,00 jobs, or 37 percent of the total new jobs, over the same

period.

Ihese statistics tell us that manufacturìng output continues to expand,

but wìth fewer workers. The general shakeout in manufacturing experienced

over the last 8 years has resulted in a leaner, more competitjve manufacturing

sector. Productivity in the manufacturing sector has been risìng at a rate of

3.5 percent per year since .l980--twice the rate of growth of productìvity in
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the total business sector. Industries have made conscìous efforts to

moderni ze thei r faci I i ti es. Accordi ng to recent surveys, new pì ant i nvestment

is being targeted more toward modernization than toward expansion.

Ne expect the structuraì change that has been underway in our local

economy to continue. In order to see continued positive results from this

restructuring, we will have to see continued improvement in the productìvity

of our manufacturing sector and of our service sector. hle are after all goìng

to be forced to compete with other regions and countries in export markets for

services. This can be accomplished only in a stable economic environment. An

environment of stable prices and stable taxes. Ne have to remove the

uncertainties that are created by high and varying rates of inflation, and

consequentl y, hi gh i nterest rates. In a stabl e economi c envi ronment,

industries can make long-term investments in pìant and equipment which will

contri bute to further j ncreases i n productì vi ty.

Ne have made much progress towards a nonìnflationary, more market-driven

economy, but h,e are not there yet. As the turbulence in financial markets of

the past several months so clear'ly indicates, some people doubt that we wìll

conclude the voyage successfuììy. To get back on track, I believe economic

poìicymakers here and abroad should focus again on long-term objectives. hle

should specify the objectives and announce them publicly. Ne should make the

objectives clear, and we should a'ssign priorities to them. These steps wilI

strengthen the commitment of policymakers to achìeve the objectives, and if
policymakers take actìons to achieve their stated objectives, they wiìì

strengthen the credibi'lity of policy.



0f course some degree of uncertainty is inherent in financial markets, but

I believe t.he developments of recent months are symptomatic of a deeper

underìyi ng probì em--a probl em whi ch I mi ght characteri ze as growi ng

uncertainty about economic poìicy, incìuding the market's inability to

perceive a commitment by economic poìicymakers to achieve a non-inflationary

environment. After all, consumer prìces did rise ìast year by 4 percent.

It seems to me that there are severaì major sources of uncertainty about

economi c poì i ci es. It i s al so obvious that many uncertai nti es cannot be

removed or even alleviated without resolving several fundamentaì

issues--issues whìch have been ìong debated but remain unresolved.

At the top of any list is the federal budget issue.

should government be and how will the services we demand

paid for? It may well be that in some technìcal or theoretical sense the

budget issue is not the root of some of our problems. Perhaps the Federal

Reserve, for exampìe, can be counted on to achieve and majntain price

stabi ì i ty regardì ess of the budget defi ci t. In an envi ronment where

government becomes ìarger, as it has, and government services are paid for

with debt issue, as they have been, some market participants may suspect that

pressures on the Federal Reserve to inflate the economy wilì mount. ïhe

Federal Reserve has resisted such pressures over the past eight years of

di si nfl ation. Eventual ìy, however, fai I ure to resol ve the budget i ssues coul d

cause some market participants to believe that either a weakened resolve by

the central bank or an erosion of its independence will occur.

Simply put, how large

of our government be
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Protracted debate and discussion over the budget has produced neither

meaningfuì action towards change nor assurance that change is on the way.

From the vantage point of financial markets, the issue has assumed even

greater importance, to the point of affectìng the pricing of the entire range

of domesti c and i nternational fi nanci al assets.

From fiscaì years 1984 to .l986, federaì debt in the hands of the pubìic

grew at about ì5 percent annual ly--about twice as fast as national ìncome.

The growth of federal debt slowed ìast year to about l0 percent, but this

reflected only a temporary bulge in tax revenues. The protracted budget

impasse late last year demonstrated that there is still no apparent consensus

about how to slow the growth of federal debt. Failure to agree on how to slow

it means that there ìs still great doubt about whether it will be slowed. And

this uncertainty is reflected in the increased volatility and higher rìsk

premi ums i n fi nanc i al markets .

A second issue contributing to uncertainty centers around the exchange

rate, trade poìicy, and our trade imbalance. Early in this decade, we reached

a workable consensus that the value of the dollar was a matter best left to

the markets . l^le recogni zed that we di d not know what the equ i I i bri um exchange

rate was and, mindfuì of the damage done in the .l970s with inappropriate

exchange rates, we also recognized that policìes designed to maintain an

ìnappropriate exchange rate were detrimental to our domestic economy.

To meaningfully influence exchange rates, policymakers have to make

fundamental changes in monetary and fiscal poìicies. Surely we are moving

toward a more global economy. Nevertheless, nations still tend to do what

they perceive to be in their own best interest, regardless of prior

commitments made in internationaì agreements. The poì itical process through
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which countries define and implement their self-interest virtual ly guarantees

that policies will seek mjxture of short- and long-term interests. Ihese

interests will change more in accord with domestic short-term politicaì

desires in each country than with the longer-term demands of a truly global

economy. Consequentìy, market particìpants are forced to make judgements on a

wide range of issues that have very uncertain outcomes.

An equaìly important issue is the protracted debate over trade poìicy.

Following Norld l4ar II, governments reached consensus and made basic

commitments to achieve expanded trade and open borders. Over the ìntervening

four decades, progress was spectacular, but our resoìve to continue down this

path seems to have weakened in recent years as a result of the disinfìation

strains and steadlly growing competition from foreign producers. Strong

pressures for protectionist legislation in the U.S. reflect the sensitivity of

management and labor to the inroads of foreign competition. Fortunately, our

trade position began to improve in late .l986 as foreign exchange rates began

to correct, and this trade correction is expected to gather steam in .l988.

However, protectionist legislation could threaten continued progress. Cìosing

ourselves off from foreign markets would produce significant adverse ìmpacts

in capital markets as well. Nhile financial markets cannot Keep governments

from taking protectionist actions, they can and will reflect the follies of

such actions by marking down prices of those governments' securities.

A third maJor source of uncertainty involves monetary polìcy. 0ur central

bank operates with a mandate that is neither cìear nor consistent.

Compounding the probìem in recent years, at least, is the weakened link

between the money supply and spending. This weakened ìink has greatly

diminished the usefulness of a money growth rule of thumb to guide policy
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judgement and to communicate pol i cy objectives to the publ i c. Determi ni ng

whether poìicy is actually compatible with those objectives has also become

more difficult. The weakened link between money and spending has forced the

Federal Reserve even more expìicitìy into a judgemental policy unrelated to

any singìe measure of money or other financial or nonfinancial measure.

Generalìy speaking, the Federal Reserve has exercìsed its judgement pretty

well over the past several years. l^lhjle I believe monetary pol icymakers have

done a good job, the methods we have been forced to use have obscured our

ultimate objectives so that markets cannot tell whether our poìicies are

compatibìe with a non-inflationary outcome.

Lacking a rule of thumb for monetary poìicy has added greatly and

unavoidabìy to uncertainty even about near-term prospects for business

activity and inflation. In fact, some, incìuding myseìf, are concerned that

the recent slowdown in money supply growth, unless reversed, may result in a

weaker economy in 1988 than is now commonìy expected. Others see more

strength in business activity this year than I do and believe that poììcy

based on judgement, in an election year, is likely to mean even more inflation.

A sìmilar uncertaìnty prevaiìs abroad where economic growth has been

sìuggish. Keeping infìation low has received a high priority, but in recent

months money growth has accelerated beyond target ranges in Germany and

Japan. As their currencies appreciate, their export growth i s threatened.

hlhether poìicies abroad wilì be driven by concern for future inflation or by

concerns for sluggish economies and a rising exchange rate continues to be a

source of consi derabl e uncertai nty.
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I suggest that the reìative calm of 1986, and much of 1987, rested on a

monetary policy stance which was a reasoned accommodation to the situation and

the underìyÍng uncertainties. But, it seems to me recent events suggest a

substantiaì increase in market uncertainy about the uìtimate outcome. The

fundamental political and economic issues remain unresolved and the markets

question whether those ìssues will be resoìved in a manner compatible with

noni fl ationary economì c growth.

General Policv Principles

Today, financial markets hold the attention of poìicymakers around the

world. The October l9 crash reemphasized the reality that markets serve òs a

constraining force on economic policy cho'ices. Ultimately, poììcymakers have

little choice but to reexamine policies and attempt to alleviate some

uncertai nti es. As pol i cymakers reexami ne pol i ci es, I recommend that they

keep in mind two old principles. One is simply that a government's ability to
'issue debt is constrained by the willingness of the public to buy its debt.

The other is that inflation is a problem not a solution.

The government can run deficits, but the government cannot, indeed will

not be allowed to, ìgnore the constraint pìaced on its abiììty to float debt

by the willingness of markets to purchase that debt. Markets will reprice

financial assets and recognize accordingly the underlying economic reaì ìty.

The ongoing federal budget discussion may be too narrowly focused on the

deficit, but my point here is to suggest that the issue is simpìy that federal

debt may be growing rapidly enough that the public, both here and abroad,

'increasingly may show greater reluctance to buy it. I suspect this would be

less worrisome to markets if the government showed greater determination to

reduce the growth of federal debt, or if the U.S. economy vrere less close to a

condition of full employment.
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Ïhe second principìe is as familiar as the first: inflation is a probìem,

not a solution. Nhile this principle may seem so obvious that it does not

merit mention, it is a principle that continues to be challenged. In a

recently released book about the Federal Reserve (Secrets of the Tempìe: How

the Federal Reserve Runs the Countrv,

advocates reinflatìng the economy to stìmulate economic growth. According to

the author, "The resumption of inflation would mean rising shares for wage

earners...lvould restore overburdened debtors to solvency...would begin to

di screetly redi stri bute weal th i n a posi ti ve di rection. "

Ïhe lessons of the 1970s seem clear to me. l,le cannot achieve a stable

economic expansion in an jnflationary setting. In a world of floating

exchange rates, it can be difficult to know in the short-run whether a

nation's policies are too loose, for example, or too tight. The inflation

principìe provides good guidance. Nest Germany and Japan have inflation rates

that are close to zero, while the U.S. inflation rate is around 4 percent and

some fear that it wilì be moving up. The presumption should be that it is the

United States that should be aiming at lower infìation. 0ur inflation rate is

the one that should be declining toward convergence with theirs, rather than

theirs rising toward convergence with ours. l^lhiìe that is the respons'ibility

of the Federal Reserve, the matter is not as simple as it appears. One can,

and indeed markets do, question whether the Federaì Reserve can or will be

allowed to proceed towar:d an inflation-free environment.

I am convìnced that policy decisjon-making based on these two old

pri nci pì es woul d reduce both exchange rate vol ati ì i ty and pressures for

protectioni st ì egi sl ation. Vol ati I i ty and the attempt to change market

outcomes by legislation reflect uncertainty about macroeconomic pol icy.

by t^lilliam Greider), the author
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Inflation rate uncertainty becomes interest rate uncertainty and exchange rate

volatility. Exchange rate voìatiìity gets reflected in ìegislation to protect

industries from uncertaìnty about exchange rates.

Settìnq and Statinq Monetarv Pol icv Objectives

Clarifying objectives and obtaining support for pursuing them should be

the order of the day for poìÍcymakers. Stating goals and setting priorities

for the monetary policy process would be a very usefuì step. It would promote

discussion of these goals and assist in the formulation of a broader consensus

on the primary responsibility of monetary policy. It might also cìarify the

goaìs that monetary poìicy cannot achieve, except at the cost of the primary

'inflation goal. 0f course, once goals are stated expìicitìy, we must take

actions to achieve them. 0nly through effective actions wiìl policymakers

restore thejr credibility with financial markets.

I believe that a more forthcoming statement of monetary poìicy objectives

can make a material contribution to reducing market uncertainty. Obvìousìy,

it is not the compìete ansb,er. Ihe uncertainty from the federal budget and

protect'ionism issues are beyond the reach of the monetary authorities. But we

can help reduce uncertaìnty by making an inflation-free environment our

prìmary goaì, and also by-specifying a time path, perhaps 3 to 5 years, over

which we will ach'ieve it. By making zero inflation the overriding priorìty,

lesser objectives will be assigned a lower priority and will assume a less

prominent part in the formation of market expectations. Ne might aìso reduce

confusion and uncertainty by specifying some of the things we are not trying

to do. For exampìe, we might indicate that beyond providing an inflation-free

envìronment, which is conducive to economic growth, we do not intend to smooth

the business cycle or affect the exchange rate.
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This is a long-run vìew, of course. But unless we lift our eyes from

the problems of the day, we have little assurance that conditions will improve

in the long run. At the moment, the monetary policy Ímpact on and response to

short-run market conditions is foremost in our thoughts, but the underlying

problems will reemerge. Markets wiìl not allow us to forget these probìems.

They are assessing daily the likely course of economic po'licy in 1988 and

beyond.


